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LET’S PLAY!                   

Turn all the tiles face down and mix'em all up real good. Now each player builds a wall (a row of tiles, 2 tiles 

high) 19 tiles long (each player makes a 38-tile wall). The 4 walls are set up like a square on the table in front of 

the rack. Note: Racks are too short for 19 tiles so some will overhang 

Now choose who will be “dealer”. You can either let the host/hostess be the dealer, or everybody roll dice (high 

roller deals). In Chinese game positions E<W<N<S are important; but not in Amer. MJ. “Dealer” is referred to 

as “East” 

Dealer rolls 2 dice. Dealer counts the stacks in his/her wall, counting from the right to the left. If you roll 7, 

count 7 stacks (14 tiles).  If you don’t have dice use the number 8. 

After the last stack counted, break the wall. The tiles to the right of the break are the tiles you just counted. The 

deal begins from the left of the break. Players take turns counterclockwise, removing tiles clockwise from the 

wall. See the picture.  

 

Dealer takes 2 stacks (4 tiles).  

Player to dealer's right takes the next 2 stacks (taking next 2 stacks to dealer's left).  

Player across from the dealer takes the next 2 stacks.  

Going counterclockwise around the table, each player in turn removes tiles in clockwise order from the wall. 

There are two directions happening simultaneously - counterclockwise (the players taking tiles in turn) and 

clockwise (the tiles disappearing from the wall). During the course of play, players always take turns 

counterclockwise (even during the deal) - and tiles are always removed clockwise from the wall (even during 

the deal).  

Keep on going like that until every player has taken 6 stacks (12 tiles). (Quickly now! Don't take too long, or 

the game will seem tedious and complicated.)           

Dealer takes two tiles 1st and 3rd on the top of last stack from the end of the wall Player to dealer's right takes 

the tile under that.  

Player across from dealer takes one tile from end of the wall (bottom of last stack).  

Player to dealer's left takes the tile under that.   

The setup phase is now completed.   Dealer now has 14 tiles.  

Every other player now has 13 tiles.                    

Etiquette: Don’t Rack Tiles until all players complete picking 



Now, what do I do? 

Stand up your tiles on your rack leaning them on the sloped surface facing you. The tiles should face you only -- 

you don't want the other players to see what you have.  

Organize your tiles by suit and by number value. Do not make gaps between groupings. Neat, straight line.  

CHARLESTON 

The Charleston was a dance popular during the Roaring Twenties (when mah-jongg first became a craze). 

Imagine that you have a dance card with two names on it, and you're going to dance twice: first Charleston with 

RALph (Right-Across-Left), and the second Charleston with LARry (Left-Across-Right). The first dance is 

compulsory and the second dance is optional. If after you dance with RALph you decide that you've met 

"Mister Right," you don't have to dance with no stinking LARry! But if you start to dance with LARry, you 

have to do the whole dance. So there's just one brief moment during which you can stop the passing: after 

completing the first dance, and before beginning the second dance. The Charleston is a group dance (four 

people all participate). Anybody can choose to stop the dance, but only during that very brief interval between 

the first left and the second left.  

 First right - you must pass 3 tiles right.                  

First across - you must pass 3 tiles.                                                                                                                                                     

First left - you may blind pass*up to 3 tiles, and now you have danced with RALph.  

Do you want to stop the Charleston now? You or anybody else may stop the Charleston, for any reason whatsoever (and 

does not have to state a reason), before anybody picks up and racks her second left. If nobody stops the dance after the 

first Charleston, you are going to dance with LARry. Once somebody has picked up and looked at her second left pass, 

it's too late to stop the Charleston.*  

•  Second left - If nobody stopped the Charleston after the first left, everybody must pass 3 tiles left (this means you, 

too).  

•  Second across - you must pass 3 tiles across. This is often the sticky pass!  

•  Last right - you may blind pass *up to 3 tiles. Now the dance with LARry has ended.  

•  Courtesy - In the courtesy, opposite players may exchange up to 3 tiles --the person who wants the least amount rules  

Many players use the word "steal" to refer to the blind pass, an optional Charleston maneuver. And it 
doesn't even make sense to call it that! You take tiles from the player at one side, and do not take them 
yourself (as you normally do). Rather, you give them to the player at your other side. Rather than 
calling it "stealing," maybe those people ought to call it "Robin Hooding!" The proper name for the 
maneuver is "blind pass," and that nomenclature clarifies the rule. 

Note: If you stop the Charleston after the first dance, other players will probably get mad; it's a fact of life. But 

you don't owe them an explanation, even if they do get angry. The rules say you can stop the Charleston after 

the first dance, for any reason at all, or for no reason at all, and you do not have to say why. But I recommend 

that you do not stop the Charleston too often.  It's up to you to draw a fine line between adhering to the rules 

and being reasonable and a fun playing companion. 

 

NOTE: This is the property of Donna Miller-Small and can only be used by her and her students. 

 


